
We see Shannon and Sayid working on the translation. Sayid finds 

the translation nonsense, slightly annoyed. Shannon walks off, upset 

and frustrated with Sayid and herself. Back to the robbery. Hutton 

opens the door as Jason is pointing gun at him.

Kate shoots Joson in the leg. Kate opens the box which reveals an 

envelope inside.

On-Island – Jack is with the case asking Kate to tell him what is inside. 

Jack opens the box, and finds an envelope. Kate opens the envelope 

and pulls out a small airplane. After admitting it belongs to the man 

Kate loved and killed, Kate sits down and starts crying. Jack looks 

nonplussed, he closes up the case and walks away.

Shot of everyone moving up the beach. Rose sitting by a tree, Charlie 

approaches. Shot of Shannon walking up to Sayid on the beach. 

Boone stares at Sayid and Shannon from behind a tree with a 

weird look on his face. Kate just stares at her toy airplane.

Next EpisodeCurrent Episode

Boone is watching Shannon read from far away. Sayid shows up, and 

hands a box to Shannon to thank for her help with the translation.

Shannon opens the box which contains purple flowery shoes. They 

continue talking as the shot switches to Boone watching them.

Flashback - Shot of Boone with his arm around a girl, carrying tennis 

racket and ball, walking up steps from the tennis court to the pool area 

of a club. Sound of a cell phone ringing. Shannon is in a shaky voice. 

Shannon is yelling at someone on her end.

On-Island - Shot of Sayid limping along the beach.

Boone confronts Sayid and tells him to stay away from his sister 

Shannon. Locke calls Boone away. Boone and Locke walk off into the 

jungle.

… …

Text Recap

We see Shannon and Sayid working 

on the translation.

Kate opens the box which reveals 

an envelope inside.

After admitting it belongs to the man 

Kate loved and killed, Kate sits 

down and starts crying.

Boone stares at Sayid and Shannon 

from behind a tree with a weird look 

on his face.

Text Recap Extraction


